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CAMPUS BLIND ITEMS
The Bullsheet may be a forum for news, “humor,” and community dialogue, but it is 

also the most reputable and accurate source of gossip on campus! 
Disclaimer: Information may contain errors or inaccuracies.

Blind Item #1: Admin Arrested
 This well-known administration member was found facedown in the D-Chi 
gravity couch and had to be escorted away by campus security--not without a fight, 
though. They had to be subsequently brought into questioning by Granville police 
after punching their way through campus security’s grasp, leaving two officers bruised 
and one with a broken nose. Because of their status and power on campus, however, 
they will not be facing charges.

Blind Item #2: CA (Candle Affairs)
 Former junior turned CA was just found to have not one, not two, but seven-
teen candles in their room! After a close encounter with the fire department, she was 
forced to give up them all, but not before she divided her favorite into small wax balls 
of which she hid in air ducts around campus. Rumor has it, once she gets her lighter 
privileges back, she will reunite them for one final ritual burning.

Blind Item #3: Cricket Concern
 A freshman has been hoarding hundreds, if not thousands, of invasive crickets 
in their dorm room. Neighbors assumed the overwhelming chirps heard at night were 
a sound he needed to fall asleep to, but after coming up to complain about the volume, 
one unnamed Shorney resident was horrified to open the door to a wave of crickets 
spilling out. No actions have been taken as of yet as this is not technically against the 
rules, but a DCGA hearing will be carried out soon to decide their fate.

Blind Item #4: Spice Bowl Surprise!
A Slayter worker’s report reveals Bao Bun Bowls are making a come back next week. 

Fingers crossed on this one.
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FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION

INTERESTED IN BEING HOT AND SEXY?

- Staff

Gustaf Nelson is ready for these Freshmen Disorientations to just wrap up because 
they can’t wait for some double-sided, full-to-the-brim, awesome Bullsheet content. 
Elisabeth Nesta drinks at least 5 cups of coffee every day. Hoang Ngo touched my 
camera through the fence. Dat Ngo knows. Duc Ngo ferrets away little snacks in order 
to prepare for the apocalypse. Anh Nguyen LOVES playing the lottery. Bach Nguyen, 
distantly related to Johann Sebastian. Duy Nguyen thinks mini M&M’s taste 10x better 
than regular M&M’s. Hoa Nguyen is terrified of starting a cooking fire, even though 
they don’t cook. Khoa Nguyen thinks that only people named Jack can do jump-
ing jacks. They prefer jumping Khoas much more. Linh Nguyen wishes they were a 
worm (but only if you’d still love them). Minh Nguyen thinks Gerard Way is the better 
cousin. My Nguyen has a whitenoise loop of the inside of an Italian restaurant playing 
in their room at all times. Ngan Nguyen falls asleep listening to the Joe Rogan Expe-
rience. Uyen Nguyen likes to listen to their neighbors arguing. Yen Nguyen already 
overslept their 8 AM 3 times. Hai An Nguyen is secretly housing multiple pets in their 
room. Duc Nguyen doesn’t consider Global Commerce majors to be human. Cian 
Nicholas has studied the art of Irish jigs from a young age. Hank Nickel is worth 5 
cents! Molly Noga ‘tta go. Parker Nolan thinks uncle Christopher’s movies are over-
rated! Lucas Norton Antivirus was developed by NortonLifeLock. Cade Nowik is a 
single-celled organism. John O’Keefe enjoys painting sexually suggestive floral im-
agery. Grayson O’Marra can’t tell you how long it’s been since their last poo…does 
anyone have laxatives? Erin Oberle was hypnotized and still thinks they are a chicken.  
Peyton Oda forces their roommate to sleep in the closet so they can display their genu-
ine medieval armor collection proudly. Hillary Ohenewaa-Yeboah recently learned 
how to communicate with birds, and they have a lot to say about America’s housing cri-
sis. Ikera Olandesca thinks they need to take a gap year to apprentice at Olive Garden. 
Matias Olavarria has been found present at multiple crime scenes. Marcus Olsson 
deeply regrets their decision to not pursue commercial coal mining. Jack Ortmann has 
been streaming their entire life on Twitch, 24/7, for several years now (with little suc-
cess.)  Tomer Osmo has deep ties to a crime syndicate in Heath. Aidan Osowiecki lost 
their swipe four times already. Chase Ouellette actually invented Russian Roulette, 
originally titled “Russian Rouellette.” Stephanie Padilla loves SMOSH!
Ryan Paganelis recently found out they’re a missing person! 

The Bullsheet will be accepting writer applications starting 8/29 
through 9/18. Now is your chance to become an established and 

professional reporter.  

Scan the QR code to access our application. Applications will be 
anonymous this year. Until then, we will accept student 

submissions forever and always. E-mail those to
 bullsheet@denison.edu. 


